Abstract. To facilitate development and practical deployment of argumentation systems, a recent shared notation, or Argument Interchange Format (AIF), has been proposed for representation and communication of argumentation knowledge amongst agents. The AIF is described as an abstract model, or "ontology", characterising the core concepts and their relationships. Concrete reifications or syntaxes instantiating these concepts have also been described. Thus far the focus has been on representation of argument entities and networks, i.e., arguments and sub-arguments and relations of inference, preference and attack amongst these entities. Requirements were envisaged for a separate core ontology for items relating to the interchange of arguments, such as locutions and protocols. In this paper we propose that the core argument entity and network ontology can be extended to characterise communication in argumentation based dialogues between agents. We also propose a declarative specification of these communicative concepts that is of sufficient generality to serve as an operational semantics. Specifically, we propose use of the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC). We then illustrate our proposal with a use case multi-agent scenario. In presenting this work, our aim is to stimulate further discussion and work on development of the AIF in order to characterise communication in multi-agent dialogues.
Introduction
Significant progress has been made in establishing theoretical foundations for argumentation based reasoning and dialogue, and development of these models for agent reasoning and communication. More recently, progress has been made on development of software implementations of these models. In particular, the ASPIC project (Argumentation Services Platform with Integrated Components -www.argumentation.org) is currently developing components implementing state of the art theoretical models for argumentation based inference, decision making and dialogue. The objective is to make these components available for deployment in agent and multi-agent applications in both the commercial and research sectors. An example of the latter is the recently started ARGUGRID project (www.argugrid.org) that aims at associating argumentation enabled agents with service/resource requestors and service/resource providers on the Grid. Argumentation technology will be used to support rational decision making, internal to agents, as well as negotiation, amongst agents.
To facilitate deployment of argumentation technology in multi-agent systems, a recent shared notation, or Argument Interchange Format (AIF) [4] , has been proposed for representation, and communication of argumentation knowledge amongst agents. The aim has been to provide an ontology that can be populated to provide an operational semantics, which, in contrast with existing argumentation mark up languages (e.g., [13] ), would enable exchange and sophisticated automated processing of argumentation knowledge in open multi-agent systems. The AIF is described as an abstract model, or "ontology", characterising the core concepts and their relationships. Concrete XML and RDF reifications or syntaxes instantiating these concepts have also been described and are currently being utilised for representation of arguments and their interactions [4, 11] . Thus far the focus has been on representation of argument entities and networks, i.e., arguments and sub-arguments and relations of inference, preference and attack amongst these entities. In section 2 we summarise the current state of the AIF as detailed in [4] . This work envisages requirements for a separate core ontology for items relating to the communication of argumentation knowledge, such as locutions and protocols. In section 3 we propose that the core argument entity and network ontology can be extended to model communication between agents engaged in argumentation based dialogues. In particular, we motivate representation of declarative specifications of interaction protocols that are of sufficient generality to serve as an operational semantics. In section 4 we describe how these representational requirements can be met by the Lightweight Coordination Calculus [12] . In section 5 we then illustrate our proposal by referring to multi-agent dialogue scenarios being developed as part of the ASPIC project. In presenting this work, our aim is to stimulate further discussion and work on development of the AIF in order to characterise communication in multi-agent dialogues.
The Argument Interchange Format
The AIF is currently specified as a core ontology that can be specialised to capture the representational requirements of a variety of argumentation formalisms. Argument entities are represented as nodes in a directed graph, informally called an argument network (AN). There are two types of nodes, namely Information nodes (I-nodes) and scheme application nodes (S-nodes). I-nodes relate to declarative content specific to the domain of discourse, such as claims, propositions, data e.t.c. S-nodes relate to domain independent patterns of reasoning. The present ontology deals with three different types of schemes nodes, namely rule application (RA) nodes, preference application (PA) nodes and conflict application (CA) nodes. RA-nodes can be seen as applications of (possibly non-deductive) rules of inference. For example, in fig.1 RA-node 1 represents application of defeasible modus ponens to the premises in its child I-nodes, resulting in the inference f lies(opus) in RA-node 1's parent I-node. CA nodes can be seen as applications of criteria (declarative specifications) defining conflict, which may be logical or non-logical. In fig.1 the argument for f lies(opus) mutually conflicts with (bi-directionally attacks) the argument for ∼ f lies(opus) since the arguments' conclusions logically contradict as specified in CA-node 1. PA-nodes are applications of (possibly abstract) criteria of preference among evaluated nodes. In fig.1 In the context of an argument network, a node A is said to support node B if and only if there is an edge running from A to B. Edge types can be inferred from the nodes they connect. Basically there are two types of edges, namely scheme edges and data edges. Scheme edges emanate from S-nodes and are meant to support conclusions that follow from the S-node. These conclusions may either be I-nodes or S-nodes. Data edges emanating from I-nodes, on the other hand, necessarily end in S-nodes, and are meant to supply data, or information to scheme applications. Table 1 summarises the relations associated with the semantics of support. Notice that I-to-I edges are forbidden, because I-nodes cannot be connected without an explanation for why that connection is being made.
Thus far, the AIF concepts populating argument networks facilitate representation of arguments their constitutive structure, and interactions between arguments. Syntactic XML and RDF instantiations of the AIF's semantic concepts are currently in use [4, 11] . For example, the ASPIC project has developed an argument inference engine that implements algorithms [15] for computing the acceptability of arguments under Dung's grounded and admissible semantics [5] . The engine outputs a machine consumable XML document that represents the constructed arguments and their attack and preference relations that define the dialectical proof graph for the acceptability of an argument. In [4] , a second group of concepts is envisaged for communication in the context of argumentation. Three main subgroups are identified: 
Interaction Protocols:
Rules governing the legality of moves at each point in a dialogue, the effects of locutions on the participants' commitments, and outcome rules defining the outcome of a dialogue. 3. Communication Context: Including the communication language defining the set of possible speech acts, the topic language defining the set of possible wff exchanged in locutions, the ids of the dialogue participants, their roles in the dialogue, the dialogue topic and type (e.g., persuasion, negotiation etc), background theory rules, commitment stores, and so on.
In the following section we motivate and discuss how locutions and interaction protocols can be characterised in the AIF's existing argument network ontology. The basic idea is that locutions can be represented as content in I-nodes and interaction protocols can be represented by an additional scheme node type, viz. a. vie: protocol interaction application (PIA) nodes.
Characterising Locutions and Interaction Protocols in the Argument Interchange Format
The current AIF provides an abstract model, or semantics, that allows for multiple syntactic reifications. In particular, specific instances of S-nodes provide a kind of operational semantics that distinguishes the AIF from argument mark up languages: the AIF not only provides for visualisation and inspection of argument structures, but also a semantic model enabling automatic processing of argument structures by software agents. For example, consider the ASPIC inference engine's AIF export of a graph of attacking arguments. A receiving agent can submit an additional attacking argument for linking into the graph, provided that it complies with a conflict application node's declarative specification of what constitutes a valid attack. The scheme nodes thus both 'describe' and 'prescribe' the rationale relating the incoming I-nodes to the supported I-nodes. Similarly, consider the output of a 'dialogue manager' that regulates an argumentation based dialogue between participating agents P and Q. The locutions can be represented as the content of I-nodes. P submits a locution l 1 represented in I-node 1 (see fig.2 ). The interaction protocol that licenses valid replies by Q can be represented by a protocol interaction application (PIA) node -PIA-node 1 -linking Q's incoming replies to I-node 1.
Fig. 2. Protocol Interaction Application node linking I-nodes containing locutions
In the context of communication, I-node attributes will, amongst others, include:
-The locution consisting of the speech act and its content (speech act(content)), e.g.
, claim(φ), argue(A), why(φ), concede(φ), offer(φ), reject(φ)
, e.t.c. -The 'dialogical status' of a locution [10] .
-The ids of the sending and recipient agents.
-The language for the locution's content, and ontologies which define elements of the content. -Message management elements such as the message-identifier.
From hereon, we may refer to locutions submitted by agents in a dialogue as 'moves'. In order that a protocol interaction application node encode the rationale for relating Q's replying move(s) to P 's move, it may specify:
1. The protocol's legal move function indicating the range of possible speech acts that Q can select from in its reply. For example, in conflict resolution and persuasion dialogues, legal replies to claim(φ) include why(φ) and concede(φ) [10] . 2. For each possible speech act, the preconditions that must be satisfied for a locution to contain the speech act. The preconditions may refer exclusively (if the protocol has a social semantics) to Q's commitment store, or additionally to Q's internal reasoning state. The preconditions can also encode strategic considerations that determine the choice of a particular speech act from amongst those licensed by the legal move function, and for any given speech act, the choice of content. For example, if the move being replied to is offer(O) in a negotiation dialogue, then the preconditions for a replying move of the form accept(O) can be that there is no O preferred to O according to the decision making mechanism of the replying agent Q [1] . 3. For each locution, the post-conditions that must be effected. For example, the effects of a locution on the commitment store of agents Q and P . 4. Whether Q can make a single replying move (unique move protocols) or more than one move (multiple move protocols) to a move by agent P , and whether Q can reply to a move by P that Q has already replied to (multi-reply protocols) or whether Q can reply only once to each of P 's moves (single-reply protocols).
The majority of existing implementations of argumentation based dialogue systems (see [2] for a review) deploy dialogue managers that enforce the rules of a protocol so as to: 1) constrain participating agents to submitting legal moves, and; 2) define the outcome of a dialogue. In a multi-agent context, one can envisage a mediator agent playing the same role by communicating an AIF representation of the dialogue to participating agents P and Q, in order that P and Q can apply their own constraint solvers to what are effectively semantic constraints encoded in the PIA nodes. Consider figure 3 in which a mediator agent (M A) mediates a persuasion dialogue between P and Q. Each agent submits a move in accordance with the constraints encoded in the PIA-nodes that the M A 'attaches' to the growing dialogue graph. Note that pre and postconditions for locutions are not shown. Their representation will be discussed in sections 4 and 5. Note also that I-nodes may have an attribute indicating the move's 'dialogical status' (in or out). This allows for an 'any time' definition of the outcome of a dialogue, whereby the status of the initial move indicates that the proponent of the move is currently winning (in) or losing (out) [10] .
P moves claim(c) in I-node I1.
2. M A attaches PIA node 1 that has attributes indicating that Q can make multiple moves in response to claim(c) (n > 1) since the protocol is a multi-move protocol. PIA node 1 also specifies Q's legal replies: why(c) and concede(c).
Q moves why(c).
Note that M A maintains the 'reply status' attribute of PIA node 1 as <open>, so specifying that Q may backtrack and submit an alternative reply to P 's first move, i.e., the protocol is a multi-reply protocol. 4. M A attaches PIA node 2, specifying the legal replies argue(A) where A's conclusion is c, or retract(c) 5. P moves argue(A) in I-node I3. Note that I3 could be linked to the corresponding argument represented as an argument network as described in section 2. This would then expose the A's premises for inspection and challenge by Q. 6. M A attaches PIA node 3, specifying that Q can reply with why(φ) where φ is a premise in the argument A, or concede(φ) where φ is a premise in A or the conclusion of A, or an argument B that defeats A. Again, one could also explicitly represent relations between arguments submitted in locutions. For example, if Q submits B, then the linked argument network representations of A and B could be bi-directionally linked by a conflict application node, and unidirectionally linked from B to A by a preference application node (B defeats A is then a derived relation). Finally, note that Q can submit a move specified by PIA node 3, or backtrack to PIA node 1 and move concede(c). If PIA node 1's 'reply status' was <closed> (indicating a unique-reply protocol) then Q would not be able to backtrack. Note that once the dialogue is terminated, any PIA nodes without incoming I-nodes will be removed.
We can now augment table 2 to include a row and column for PIA nodes. So, it may be that a protocol interaction specification may itself be derived by applying rules, and be in conflict with, or preferred to, other protocol interaction specifications. This is consistent with the view that these specifications can exist independently of a given dialogue instance, and recent works in which the protocol rules that apply during communicative interactions may themselves be part of the domain of discourse and subject to debate. This has been done using the Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC) [12] , dialogue games and adjacency pairs to create run-time protocol synthesis [7] . This work builds a synthesis engine on top of a traditional LCC expansion engine. Another approach, RASA, is a language specifically designed for the inspection, validation, composition and execution of agent interaction protocols [8] Thus far we have informally described the role of protocol interaction nodes in effectively specifying semantic constraints that relate replying locutions in a dialogue. In the following section we propose the use of a lightweight coordination calculus that provides an abstract declarative protocol language with a representation of constraints that does not commit users to a particular logic or constraint satisfaction mechanism. The operational semantics of the protocol language are common for the coordination of distributed processes and are defined more fully in [12] .
The Lightweight Coordination Calculus -a Declarative
Operational Semantics Figure 4 defines the syntax of a protocol language. For those readers unfamiliar with the LCC, it may be helpful to note that the LCC is a declarative logic programming language in the style of Prolog, augmented with CCS (a process calculus for communicating systems). The protocol consists of a set of agent clauses, A {n} . The protocol will contain a set of at least two clauses because LCC protocols are defined locally (i.e. from the perspective of the participating agent roles). An agent clause is the series of communicative actions expected to be performed by an agent adopting the role defined by the agent definition. This agent definition consists of a role (R) and unique identifier (Id). A role is defined in a similar way as Electronic Institutions [6] : a way of defining communicative activity for a group of agents rather than individuals. The roles act as a bounding box for a set of states and transitions. LCC is based on a process calculus and is therefore well suited to express the concurrency found in multiagent systems.
The agent definition is expanded by a number of operations. Operations can be classified in three ways: actions, control flow, and conditionals. Actions are the sending or receiving of messages, a no op, or the adoption of a role. Control flow operations temporally order the individual actions. Actions can be sequentially ordered, performed simultaneously without regard to order, or given a choice point. The definition of the double arrows, '⇒' and '⇐', denote messages M being sent and received. On the lefthand side of the double arrow is the message and on the right-hand side is the other agent involved in the interaction.
Constraints can fortify or clarify semantics of the protocols. Those occurring on the left of the '←' are post-conditions and those occurring on the right are preconditions. The symbol ψ represents a first order proposition. For example, an agent receiving a protocol with the constraint to believe a proposition s upon being informed of s can infer that the agent sending the protocol has a particular semantic interpretation of the act of informing other agents of propositions. The operation (M ⇒ θ) ← ψ is understood to mean that message M is being sent to the agent defined as θ on the condition that ψ is satisfiable. The operation ψ ← (M ⇐ θ) means that once M is received from agent θ, ψ holds.
For example, in figure 3 , the first move made is claim(c). The mediator agent could prompt agent P to make this move by sending the following LCC protocol:
This is read as: "agent p with any role (represented by the underscore) can send claim(φ) to the agent q. Depending on the scenario, there are a number of ways this protocol can be modified. If the mediating agent wanted to allow the agent more freedom to choose, subject to satisfaction of a constraint, a protocol such as the following can be imagined:
indpartner(OtherAgent) and f indtopic(T ).
This constraint states that if p can find some OtherAgent and topic T then it can send claim(T ) to that OtherAgent. How and by what means the constraint is satisfied is left to the discretion of the individual agent.
A Use Case Scenario: Argumentation Based Dialogues in
Medical Multi-agent Systems
In this section we describe an ASPIC use case scenario and outline the use of LCC protocols in this scenario. ASPIC has proposed a general model for argumentation based deliberative reasoning amongst agents deployed in a medical multi-agent system. This involves the use of argumentation to resolve conflicts of opinion as to what is the case (e.g., diagnosis) and what to do (e.g., treatment planning). Agents equipped with the ASPIC inference component for constructing acceptable arguments will engage in dialogues mediated by a mediator agent, as illustrated in fig.3 . Two of the key requirements informing the general model were:
1. The need to accommodate heterogenous agents (e.g. human and automated agents) with different knowledge representing languages, models of reasoning, and levels of automation. 2. The need to account for the safety critical nature of the medical domain by ensuring that agents are able to explore all possible lines of reasoning with respect to the issue under deliberation.
These requirements are partially fulfilled by the combined use of schemes and critical questions [16] , and a mediator agent implementing protocols in a recently proposed framework for a class of persuasion and conflict resolution dialogues [10] . ASPIC is currently engineering a dialogue component that mediates protocols defined in the framework, and that is based on a prototype implementation described in [3] . A large scale demonstrator [14] is also being built to demonstrate a mediator agent's use of the dialogue component to regulate dialogues between human physicians and automated agents deployed with the ASPIC inference engine. Here, we focus on LCC representations of interaction protocols that the mediator agent can communicate in order to enable agent participation in a dialogue.
We first describe the basic features of the framework described in [10] . This framework imposes an 'explicit reply' structure on dialogues, whereby moves either attack or surrender to a previous move of another participant. The dialogue graph built during a dialogue thus relates each move by a binary relation of 'attack' or 'surrender' to the move it replies to. Given a graph of dialogical moves, [10] defines a procedure for assigning a move's dialogical status. In particular, it is the dialogical status of the initial move that is at issue. For example, in fig.3 M A assigns the status in to P 's initial move claim(c). Q's move why(c) is an attacking reply to claim(c). P 's move is now assigned out and Q's move assigned in. Intuitively, P 's claim is under challenge and so the burden of proof now resides with P . For P to win the dialogue it must submit an argument for c in a reply that attacks why(c). Thus, at stage 6 in the dialogue argue(A) is assigned in, why(c) out and claim(c) in. Notice that if Q had moved concede(c) at stage 3 (or after stage 6), then this would be a surrendering reply to claim(c) (respectively argue(A)) and claim(c)'s dialogical status would remain in.
A primary motivation for development of the framework in [10] was to make as few assumptions as possible about participating agents. In abstracting to the level of an explicit reply structure, the framework allows for different sets of speech acts, and different underlying argumentation based logics, thus allowing for participation by heterogenous agents. Furthermore, the framework allows for flexible dialogues (multi-move and multi-reply). Allowing agents to backtrack to their opponents' previous moves ensures that all possible lines of reasoning / argument can be explored. However, liberal protocols with unconstrained backtracking can lead to 'irrelevant' moves. If backtracking is to be permitted, then some control mechanism is required to restrict backtracking to replies that will affect the outcome in favour of the replying agent. This is where the 'any time' definition of the dialogue outcome discussed in section 3 applies. Various notion of 'relevance' are defined, where, for example, an attacking move is relevant only if it changes the dialogical status of the initial move. Thus, the mediator agent can not only direct a participating agent as to its valid replies, but also which of its opponent's moves can be relevantly replied to. In fig.3 , the M A can indicate that a move can / cannot be relevantly backtracked to by assigning <open>, respectively <closed>, to the PIA node's 'reply status' attribute.
We conclude with examples of LCC representations of interaction protocols currently being developed for the ASPIC multi-agent demonstrator. The architecture includes a mediator agent (MA) and thus does not use the full strength of the LCC language that was originally intended for peer-to-peer coordination. So, much of the coordination is delegated to this MA rather than the protocols themselves. Later in this section, we give an example of LCC flexing its coordination muscles and allowing agents to communicate directly without the mediator.
We restrict ourselves to representation of legal attacking replies and their preconditions and postconditions as defined by protocol rules in [9] that conform to the framework in [10] . The dialogue begins with a claim sent by an agent instantiating Id to an agent instantiating P id with the consequence that Id updates its commitment store (CS) with the claim. In LCC, this step of the dialogue can be specified as: The MA can now include the following in a PIA node, indicating that the replying agent can challenge (attack) a claim with a why locution, provided that its commitment store cannot justify (there is no acceptable argument for) that claim. Id, CS, φ) ).
The legal attacking reply to why(φ) is argue (Φ, φ) . This is conditional on previous why moves of the form why(γ) where γ ∈ Φ (γ is a premise in Φ). The MA could send this LCC clause:
